Natural Bioenhancers: Current Outlook
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Pharmaceutical companies around the globe have always been in the urge to discovering innovative blockbuster drugs for various ailments by spending billions of dollars for the drug discovery programmes. Although identification of new chemical entities (NCEs) with alternate mode of actions for diseases is a primary concern for the pharmaceutical companies, application of innovative techniques and technologies to increase the bioavailability, efficacy and safety of the already existing drugs are of no less concern as well. In fact, enhancing bioavailability of therapeutically potent but poorly bioavailable molecules has always been a crucial aspect of drug development programmes, as it reduces the drug dosage and frequency resulting in reduced toxicity and cost for the patients [1]. Among the various factors responsible for poor bioavailability of drugs, physiochemical properties of the drug itself and biological barriers are two predominant factors [2]. While physicochemical properties of the drug include poor aqueous solubility, poor intestinal membrane permeability, and poor stability of drug in gastrointestinal tract (GIT), biological barrier constitutes hepatic and intestinal drug metabolizing enzymes (DMEs) and efflux drug transporters (EDTs). The metabolism of drugs by cytochrome P450 (CYP) DMEs in the gut wall and in the liver is the major contributors of reduced bioavailability of drugs that are substrate to these DMEs [3]. In addition to this, EDTs such as P-glycoprotein (P-gp), breast cancer resistant protein (BCRP), multidrug resistant-associated protein (MRP) are also responsible for reduced bioavailability of the therapeutically active drugs, especially anticancer drugs [3].

Until now, myriad of strategies have been exploited to address the problems associated with the physicochemical properties of the drug including but not limited to a) physical modification approaches like particle size reduction (micronization or nanonization), crystal habit modification, amorphousization, inclusion complexation, etc. b) chemical modification processes such as salt formation, pH modification, etc., c) formulation techniques such as co-solvency, co-crystallization, modified (delayed/extended/sustained), targeted, and encapsulation techniques, etc. [4,5]. However, methods for circumventing biological barriers have often been overlooked given its complex physiological nature and unavailability of safe and effective facilitators. Enhancing the absorption of drugs and/or inhibition of DMEs and EDTs responsible for the biotransformation of the drugs are most effective ways to overcome the biological barriers [6]. Although absorption enhancers such as surfactants, bile salts, fatty acids, cyclodextrins, chelating agents, etc., are a type of synthetic facilitator molecules that enhance the permeation of drugs through the intestinal walls, they are often inefficient in inhibition of DMEs or EDTs. Besides, their toxicity and necessity of higher concentration to produce the permeation enhancement are of big concern to the scientists hindering their use as efficient bioavailability enhancers [4,7]. Interestingly, use of natural biopotentiators or bioactives of plant or animal origin have been found to be of use given their nontoxic safety profile, bioenhancing effect even at lower concentrations, and formulation compatibility [1,3,8].

Although most of the bioenhancers possess several pharmacological activities at different concentrations, to be considered as a novel bioenhancer, one must be capable of enhancing the bioavailability and bioefficacy of the therapeutically active agents (drugs) and nutraceuticals upon co-administration, without any significant pharmacological activity of its own at the dose used [3]. Despite the fact that the use of bioenhancers dates back to a period between 700 BC and 600 AD, the first scientifically validated report was found only in 1979 [9]. Since then, the idea of utilization of bioenhancers has been gaining interest and myriad of bioactives of natural origin have been reported to be effective as bioenhancers. Bioenhancers help to reduce the dose and frequency of drug, to reduce duration of drug treatment significantly, to prevent drug resistance, enhance safety profile of the drug by reducing toxicities, and most of all to reduce the burden on the patient through cost reduction [1-3,8]. This has propelled the scientific community to explore the potential possibilities of bioavailability enhancement using these natural agents. As a result several natural bioenhancers of both plant and animal origins such as piperine, quercetin, genistein, naringin, sinomine, glycyrrhizin, curcumin, lysergol, allicin, niazirinid, cow urine distillate, etc. have been investigated and reported to possess pharmacological and/or bioenhancer activities. Several mechanisms of actions for the bioavailability enhancement of these bioenhancers have been proposed including, but not limited to. 1) modification of acid secretion and blood supply to the GIT, 2) modification of bile acid secretion, 3) modification of gastric emptying time, GIT motility and transit, 4) modification of GIT membrane permeability, 5) inhibition of DMEs in gut wall and liver 6) inhibition of EDTs, 7) stimulation of specific enzymes and/or transporters, etc. [1,3,8]. However, predominant mechanisms of action of these bioenhancers are enhancing the absorption by increased blood supply of the GIT and reducing biotransformation and efflux by modulation of DMEs and EDTs, respectively [3]. Subsequently, this literature presents a glimpse of currently available bioenhancers and their current outlook.

Piperine, one of the first and most intensively investigated bioenhancers, is an alkaloid obtained from black and long peppers (P. nigrum Linn and P. longum Linn). Piperine has been reported to enhance the bioavailability of various drugs and nutraceuticals [1,3,8]. The mechanism of action of piperine is manifold including inhibition of DMEs, EDTs, stimulation of gut amino acid transporters, increased intestinal glucoronic acid secretion, etc. The DMEs inhibited by piperine include arylhydrocarbon hydroxylase (AHH), uridine diphosphate-glucoronyl transferase (UDP-GT), ethylmorphine-N-demethylation, 7-ethoxycumarin-O-deethylation, 3-hydroxy-benzo(a) pyrene glucoroniadation, UDP-glucose dehydrogenase (UDP-GDH), 5-lipoxygenase, cyclooxygenase-1, and cytochrome P450 [10,11].
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Most importantly, piperine inhibits P-gp and CYP3A4 that are expressed in enterocytes of the gut wall and hepatocytes of the liver that contribute to a major extent of pre-systemic elimination of many drugs resulting in poor bioavailability. Sinomenine, another alkaloid extracted from Sinomenium acutum Thumb, was reported to enhance the bioavailability of a monoterpene glucoside used for inflammation and arthritis. The underlying mechanism of this effect was specific inhibition P-gp transporters responsible for efflux [12]. Quercetin is a plant derived flavonoid that is found mainly in citrus fruits, vegetables, leaves, and grains that has been reported to enhance the bioavailability of various drugs including, pioglitazone, diltiazem, digoxin, and epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG) [13,14]. It exhibited the bioenhancing property by inhibition of CYP3A4 enzymes and/or P-gp and MDR transporters.

Naringin, a flavonoid glycoside found in grapefruit, apples, onions, and tea also act by the inhibition of CYP3A4, CYP3A1/2, and P-gp and enhanced bioavailability of various drugs including diltiazem, verapamil, paclitaxel, etc. in vivo [15-18]. Genistein, an intense phytoestrogen, is an isoflavone flavonoid found in dietary plants such as soybean and kudzu (Glycine max and Pueraria lobata). It exhibits its bioenhancing properties on various drugs including paclitaxel and EGCG through inhibition of CYP3A, P-gp, MR2, and BCRP transporters [19]. Although this bioenhancer could be used with anticancer drugs given its efflux transporter and CYP enzyme inhibitory activities, genistein enhanced intestinal tumorigenesis in male mice in combination with EGCG in one study and should be seriously investigated for its safety [20]. Glycerrhizin is a triterpenoid saponin glycoside found in liquorice (Glycyrhiza galbra L.) and demonstrated bioenhancing activity for various antimicrobial agents including rifampicin, tetracycline, nalidixic acid, etc. and the bioenhancing activity of the tested compounds were due to the inhibition of intestinal P-gp transporters [3,8]. However, the major determinant of its action is the rate and extent of biotransformation of glycerrhizin to glycyrrhizic acid by intestinal β-glucuronidase [21]. Curcumin, a curcuminoid obtained from turmeric (Curcuma longa), has been used as bioenhancer for antimicrobial and anticancer drugs such as norfloxacin and docetaxel, respectively, and the bioavailability of these drugs was enhanced by its inhibitory effect of CYP3A4 DMES in the liver and P-gp transporters in the gut wall. It has also been reported to inhibit the DMES non-specifically [22,23].

Niaziridin, a nitrile glycoside, is a good bioenhancer that has been isolated from the bark, pods, and leaves of Drumstick (Moringa oleifera) and enhances bioavailability of antibiotics such as rifampicin, ampicillin, tetracycline, and nalidixic acid, and antifungal drugs such as clotrimazole. It regulated the GIT functions to facilitate better absorption of these drugs via inhibition CYP3A enzymes and/or P-gp and CYP enzyme inhibitory activities, genistein enhanced intestinal tumorigenesis in male mice in combination with EGCG in one study and should be seriously investigated for its safety [20].
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